When a high-speed train enters a tunnel, a compression wave is generated inside the tunnel and propagates through the tunnel. When it arrives at the far exit, an impulsive pressure wave is radiated from the exit portal toward the surrounding area. This phenomenon, which is called a micro-pressure wave, has been recognized as one of the critical environmental problems of high-speed railways and considerable efforts have been made to solve the problem 1) .
On the other hand, at train entry, impulsive pressure waves are also generated outside the tunnel and radiated directly from the entrance portal to the surroundings 2) 3) as shown in Fig. 1 . A similar phenomenon also occurs when a train leaves the tunnel 3)4) (Fig.2) . In this paper, the former is called a tunnel entry wave, and the latter a tunnel exit wave. Although the tunnel entry/exit wave is usually weaker than the micro-pressure wave and falls under the category of infrasound (inaudible low frequency sound), it could cause a wayside environmental problem with increases in the train speed.
When the tunnel entry/exit wave is compared with the micro-pressure wave, the following can be said. The tunnel entry/exit wave exhibits a more complicated pattern than the micro-pressure wave because we observe not only the propagating pressure waves radiated from the portal but also the near field pressure variation by a moving pressure field around the train 5) . However, the tunnel entry/exit wave is scarcely affected by nonlinearity which leads to steepening of the compression wavefront and generation of a strong micro-pressure wave.
In this report, we will describe the fundamental characteristics of the tunnel entry/exit wave, which have been made clear through field measurement, model experiments and simple acoustic analysis 2) 3)4) . In order to investigate the actual conditions of the tunnel entry/exit wave, field measurement has been carried out at a Shinkansen tunnel portal 3) . Its results are summarized here. Figure 3 shows a schematic of the field measurement. The tunnel is 1,822 m long and its tracks are of concrete slab type. No entrance hoods are installed at either portal. Figure 4 shows an example of measured pressure waves; the left graphs being for the case when the train enters the portal near which the measurement points are located and the right graphs being for the case when the train leaves that portal (the train enters the opposite far portal). The pressure waves at the top in Fig. 4 has been measured at outside points 25 m and 50 m Aerodynamics G., Environmental Engineering Div. Fig. 2 Pressure waves generated when a train leaves a Fig. 2 Pressure waves generated when a train leaves a Fig. 2 Pressure waves generated when a train leaves a Fig. 2 Pressure waves generated when a train leaves a Fig. 2 Pressure waves generated when a train leaves a tunnel tunnel tunnel tunnel tunnel Fig. 1 Pressure waves generated when a train enters a Fig. 1 Pressure waves generated when a train enters a Fig. 1 Pressure waves generated when a train enters a Fig. 1 Pressure waves generated when a train enters a Fig. 1 Pressure waves generated when a train enters a tunnel tunnel tunnel tunnel tunnel from the portal and those at the bottom at an inside point 600 m from the portal. First, we describe the case when the train enters the measured portal (entry case, Fig. 4(a) ). At the point inside the tunnel, we observe the pressure waves by train entry (the compression wave by nose entry, the gradual compression wave by entry of the uniform part of the train and the expansion wave by trail entry), their reflected waves at the portals, and the pressure variations due to the near field of the passing train (the pressure drop by nose passage, the gradual pressure drop by passage of the uniform part and the pressure rise by tail passage) 6) . (The flat waveform around the time 15 s is a result of the fact that the pressure drops below the lower limit of the measurement range of the pressure transducer and does not mean a physical phenomenon.) At the point outside the tunnel, on the other hand, we observe a negative pulse due to nose entry (NEn) and a positive pulse due to tail entry (TEn). These pressure pulses are what we call the tunnel entry wave in this report. The impulsive pressure waves observed after the entry waves (NEn-Rep and TEn-Rep) are caused by the arrival of reflected pressure waves at the far exit portal and are a kind of the micropressure waves. At the nearer point of 25 m, the near field pressure variation induced by train passage is also observed.
Next, we describe the case when the train leaves the measured portal (exit case, Fig. 4(b) ). At the point inside the tunnel, we observe the pressure waves by train entry, their reflected waves at the portals, the pressure varia- Fig. 4 Pressure waves measured at the points inside and outside the tunnel tions due to the near field of the passing train and the pressure waves by train exit (the compression wave by nose exit, the gradual compression wave by exit of the uniform part of the train and the expansion wave by tail exit). At the point outside the tunnel, we observe a negative pulse due to nose exit (NEx) and a positive pulse due to tail exit (TEx) after the micro-pressure waves by train entry into the opposite portal (NM and TM) and by the reflected pressure waves (NM-Rep and TM-Rep). These pressure pulses are what we call the tunnel exit wave. After the exit waves, we also observe pressure pulses by the reflected pressure waves at the far portals of the pressure waves generated inside the tunnel by train exit (NExRep and TEx-Rep).
From Fig. 4 , it follows that the micro-pressure wave by the nose entry into the opposite portal (NM) is the most influential. The amplitude of the entry and exit waves (NEn, TEn, NEx and TEx) is not more than half that of the micro-pressure wave (NM). In order to investigate the fundamental characteristics of the tunnel entry/exit wave, experiments have been conducted using a scaled model of simple geometry. The experiment apparatus, which is the same as the one used for the testing of the micro-pressure wave, projects an axisymmetric model train into a circular cylindrical model tunnel by two pairs of rotating wheels, guiding it by a stretched steel wire 7) . The pressure around the tunnel portals is measured by low-frequency microphones (RION XN-12A). The entry speed is obtained from the measured time during which the model train blocks an infrared beam across the open section just in front of the tunnel entrance. The blockage ratio (the cross-sectional area ratio of train to tunnel) is 0.18 for the present conditions. The model train runs along the axis of the tunnel and consequently the geometrical condition of the experiment is exactly axisymmetric. In Fig.  5 , the origin of the coordinate system is the center of the entrance plane and the x-axis is the forward direction of train running. The model tunnel is located in the region x > 0 and the measurement points are on the xy-plane. First, we see the results at the points on the line of y = 0.25 m which are relatively near the running train. At the point of x = 1.0 m which is located in the area on the side of the model tunnel, we observe a negative pulse due to nose entry and a positive pulse due to tail entry. These pressure pulses are the tunnel entry waves which we have already seen in the results of the field measurement in section 2. At the point of x = -0.5 m in the open section, we observe the near field pressure variation by a hydrodynamic field around the running train, which shows comparatively slow change of pressure. At the point of x = 0 m just beside the entrance, both phenomena are observed.
1. 2 Experimental results
At the points on the line of y = 0.5 m which are relatively far from the running train, we observe mainly the tunnel entry wave only. This is because the near field pressure variation is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the train axis while the tunnel entry wave is inversely proportional to the distance from the entrance portal as will be described later (3.1.3). The tunnel entry wave is clearly observed at the point of x = 1.0 m on the tunnel side and at the point of x = 0 m just beside the entrance. However, this is not the case at the point of x = -0.5 m in the open section. In summary, the tunnel entry wave has a directivity toward the positive x direction. This makes a remarkable contrast to the case of the micro-pressure wave which has little directivity (if high frequency components are negligible).
1. 3 Comparison with simple acoustic theory
Generation of the compression wave inside the tunnel by nose entry is well treated by the linear acoustic theory 8)9) . Therefore, it is natural to consider that the generation of the tunnel entry wave can also be treated by the linear acoustic theory. In the following, we explain the phenomenon of the nose entry wave qualitatively by modeling the displacement effect of the running train nose by a moving monopole source and the outflow of air from the entrance portal by a stationary monopole source.
While the train is running in an open section at a constant speed, the strength of the monopole source of the nose does not change. Consequently, no pressure waves are radiated until the train approaches the tunnel entrance and only near field pressure variations are observed along the wayside. When the train nose enters the tunnel, it displaces the air inside the tunnel. Most of the displaced air flows over the train and out of the entrance to the open air, but part of the air is pushed forward into the tunnel with the compression wave generated ahead of the train. Thus, the stationary monopole source which "appears" at the entrance portal at nose entry is smaller than the moving monopole source which "disappears" at that time by the amount of the air pushed forward with the compression wave. The disappearance of the moving source is influenced by the source motion and radiates a stronger negative pressure pulse outside the tunnel in the forward direction of train running while the appearance of the stationary source radiates a non-directional positive pressure pulse 10) . Therefore, the entry wave, which is a superposition of these pressure pulses, shows a directivity. Since the pressure wave by the moving source is stronger than that by the stationary source, the entry wave exhibits a stronger directivity in the forward direction of train running. Generation of the tail entry wave can be explained in a similar manner, in which the train tail is modeled by a moving negative monopole source.
In the present experiment, the geometrical condition is axisymmetric and there are no flanges at the entrance portal. When we observe the situation from the far field, the region outside the tunnel may be regarded as unbounded. If we model the train source and the entrance source by point sources, the following relation is obtained for the pressure p of the entry wave by simple acoustic analysis 2)4) .
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where ρ: air-density, A´: the train cross-sectional area, A: the tunnel cross-sectional area, D: the tunnel diameter, c: the sound speed, V: the train speed, M (=V/c): the train Mach number, R: the distance between the observer and the center of the entrance plane, θ: the angle between the forward direction of train running and the direction from the entrance center to the observer. From equation (1), we can see that the amplitude of the entry wave is proportional to V 3 , 1/(R/D) and A´/A, which shows velocity dependency, distance attenuation and the effect of cross-sectional area ratio of train to tunnel, respectively. Moreover, we can confirm that the entry wave is radiated stronger in the region of θ < π /2 (in the forward direction of train running). Figure 7 shows the velocity dependency of the tunnel entry wave obtained by the experiment, where the absolute value of the negative nose peak measured at x = 0 m, y = 0.5 m is plotted for the entry speed V = 50 ～ 90 m/s. In the figure, the solid line shows the velocity dependency of equation (1) adjusted by multiplication by an arbitrary constant. These two results show a similar tendency. Figure 8 shows the space distribution of the tunnel entry wave obtained by the experiment, where the absolute value of the negative nose peak measured at several points is plotted when V = 87 m/s. In the figure, the solid line shows a relation obtained by the distance attenuation of equation (1) multiplied by the directional factor of the equation and an arbitrary constant for adjustment. The experimental results include the influence of the near field pressure variations while the theoretical relation does not. Therefore, the experimental values are larger than the theoretical ones in the near field region (x < 0 m, y < 0.25 m). However, they show a similar tendency in the other regions.
In the above, we have discussed the entry wave qualitatively by equation (1) . We note that the waveform of the entry wave has been obtained quantitatively by acoustic analysis recently 11) .
3. 12) . Figure 9 shows measurement points in the exit wave case. The experimental conditions are different from those in the entry wave case in some respects. The model train is 1.0 m long and the diameter of its uniform section is 0.062 m. Its nose section has an axisymmetric slender shape of 0.1 m in length and its tail section has an axisymmetric blunt shape of 0.015 m in length. The model tunnel is 12 m long and its inner diameter is 0.147 m. There are no flanges at either portal. The model scale of the experiment is 1/86 according to the mirror image concept. The blockage ratio is 0.18 for the present conditions. The model train runs along the tunnel axis. In Fig. 9 , the origin of the coordinate system is the center of the exit plane and the x-axis is the forward direction of train running. The model tunnel is located in the region x < 0, which is contrary to that in the entry wave case. Figure 10 shows the measured pressure histories at the points around the exit portal, when the train entry Fig. 7 Velocity dependency of the entry wave elocity dependency of the entry wave elocity dependency of the entry wave elocity dependency of the entry wave elocity dependency of the entry wave At the points on the line of y = 0.82 m which are far from the running train, we observe mainly the tunnel exit wave only because the near field pressure variation is substantially attenuated at these distant points. Moreover, the tunnel exit waves observed at the point of x = -0.41 m on the tunnel side and at the point of x = 0 m just beside the exit portal are stronger than that observed at the point of x = 0.41 m in the open section. In summary, the tunnel exit wave has a directivity toward the negative x direction, namely, the backward direction of train running.
2. 2 Experimental results

2. 3 Comparison with simple acoustic theory
As in 3.1.3, generation of the nose exit wave can be explained qualitatively by modeling the displacement effect of the running train nose by a moving monopole source and the inflow of air into the exit portal by a stationary monopole (negative) source 4) . While the train is running inside the tunnel at a constant speed, the air displaced by the nose is flowing over the train and being dragged in by the running tail. When the train nose leaves the tunnel, the air in the outside area flows into the tunnel. Most of the air flowing into the tunnel is dragged in by the tail, but part of the air is pushed backward into the tunnel with the compression wave generated by the exit of the nose. The absolute value of the stationary negative monopole source which "appears" at the exit portal at nose exit is larger than that of the moving positive monopole source which "appears" at that time by the amount of the air pushed backward with the compression wave. The appearance of the moving positive source is influenced by the source motion and radiates a stronger positive pressure pulse outside the tunnel in the forward direction of train running while the appearance of the stationary negative source radiates a non-directional negative pressure pulse. Therefore, the exit wave, which is a superposition of these pressure pulses, shows a directivity. Since the pressure wave by the moving source is weaker than that by the stationary source, the exit wave exhibits a stronger directivity in the backward direction of train running. Generation of the tail exit wave can be explained in a similar manner, in which the train tail is modeled by a moving negative monopole source.
As in the entry wave, the following relation is obtained for the pressure p of the exit wave by simple acoustic analysis 4) .
From equation (2), we can see that the amplitude of the exit wave is proportional to V 3 , 1/(R/D) and A'/A. Moreover, we can confirm that the exit wave is radiated stronger in the region of θ > π /2 (in the backward direction of train running). Figure 11 shows the velocity dependency of the tunnel exit wave obtained by the experiment, where the absolute value of the negative nose peak measured at the two points of x = 0 m, y = 0.41 m and of x = 0 m, y = 0.82 m is plotted for the speed V = 65 ～ 80 m/s. In the figure, the solid line shows the velocity dependency of equation (2) adjusted by multiplication by an arbitrary constant. These two results show a similar tendency at the point of y = 0.82 m where the near field pressure variation is substantially attenuated. Figure 12 shows the space distribution of the tunnel exit wave obtained by the experiment, where the absolute value of the negative nose peak measured at several points is plotted when V = 78 m/s. In the figure, the solid line shows a relation obtained by the distance attenuation of equation (2) multiplied by the directional factor of the equation and an arbitrary constant for adjustment. The experimental results include the influence of the near field pressure variations while the theoretical relation Fig. 9 Measurement points in the experiment for the exit Fig. 9 Measurement points in the experiment for the exit Fig. 9 Measurement points in the experiment for the exit Fig. 9 Measurement points in the experiment for the exit Fig. 9 Measurement points in the experiment for the exit wave wave wave wave wave As a result of field measurement, model experiments and simple acoustic analysis, the fundamental characteristics of the tunnel entry/exit wave are clarified as follows. 1) When the nose of the train enters or leaves a tunnel, a negative pressure pulse is radiated directly toward the surrounding area from the portal. 2) When the tail of the train enters or leaves a tunnel, a positive pressure pulse is radiated directly toward the surrounding area from the portal.
3) The amplitude of the tunnel entry/exit wave is approximately proportional to the cube of the train speed. 4) The amplitude of the tunnel entry/exit wave is inversely proportional to the distance between the observer and the portal. 5) The tunnel entry wave has a directivity toward the In this report, we have described the fundamental phenomenon of the tunnel entry/exit wave. Based on these results, we intend to develop effective countermeasures.
